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Standard English Conventions This is about the building blocks of writing: sentence structure, usage, and
punctuation. Important: Go directly to Writing and Language sample questions. The passages you improve
will range from arguments to nonfiction narratives and will be about careers, history, social studies, the
humanities, and science. Track achievement and growth data from year-to-year View student achievement
toward State, district, or school benchmarks, and track growth within the current school year, or across
multiple school years to identify where students are and determine what they need. Some topics covered
include verb tense, parallel construction, subject-verb agreement, and comma use. Curious to see more? View
the sample reports See data on a broad range of reading skills appropriate to each grade level Guide students to
become proficient readers with a research-based, empirically supported learning progression for your state.
Words in Context Some questions ask you to improve word choice. Your goal will be to make a passage more
precise or concise, or to improve syntax, style, or tone. View school-year data The school-year view enables
you to view students' reading progress and projects an expected target path through the end of the school year.
Some passages are accompanied by informational graphics, such as tables, graphs, and chartsâ€”but no math
is required. For instance, you might choose an answer that sharpens an argumentative claim or adds a relevant
supporting detail. The good news: You do these things every time you proofread your own schoolwork or
workshop essays with a friend. For instance, you will be asked which words or structural changes improve
how well it makes its point and how well its sentences and paragraphs work together. See data on a broad
range of reading skills appropriate to each grade level Guide students to become proficient readers with a
research-based, empirically supported learning progression for your state. For instance, you might be asked to
choose a sentence that corrects a misinterpretation of a scientific chart or that better explains the importance of
the data. Quick Facts All questions are multiple choice and based on passages. View data across grades Make
better decisions by viewing a consistent measure of students' reading progress across all grade levels. Watch
Success Story Guide more reading growth in less time Why spend more time on assessment than you need to?
Find mistakes and weaknesses. The Writing and Language Test asks you to be an editor and improve passages
that were written especially for the testâ€”and that include deliberate errors. Prior topic knowledge is never
tested. Command of Evidence Questions that test command of evidence ask you to improve the way passages
develop information and ideas. Reading skills. District boosts Kâ€”12 achievement and state ranking with Star
Assessments Watch this video to learn more about how one district used Star Assessment data to accurately
predict achievement of more than 75, students. You can also select your state below to see the linking study.
Fix them. Others require reading the entire piece and interpreting a graphic. Make informed decisions and
personalize learning, all while having more time to connect with students. It identifies the continuum of
reading strategies and skills needed for students to reach grade-level proficiency and achieve mastery.


